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Reichsdeutsch class-mates along the road to an undreamed of petit bour-
geois victory,1 their most passionate desire was gleicIiz-nxchaUen the
industrial working-class below them and the ci-devant governing class
above. The equalitarian aspect of their ideal way the aspect which
appealed most powerfully to the majority of the Nazi rank and file;
their instrument for assimilating all other Germans to their own
likeness was the party organization, particularly the Hitler Jugend
and the Hitler Mddels] and they displayed a still more anxious
concern to bring the children of the vanquished upper class down
to their own petit bourgeois level than to raise the children of the
vanquished working class up to it. The OUichscJialtimg of the historic
makers of Prussia—the Junkers, the officers, the civil servants, the
professors—was the chief of the war-aims for which the makers of
the Nazi Revolution of 1933 fought their fight and won their victory.
Yet even the victors themselves, as they contemplated their handi-
work, must have asked themselves, in introspective moods, 'what
good came of it at last7, and must even have reflected occasionally
that, if victories are wasting assets, then their own victory over
Germany in 1933 must be doomed to be as ephemeral as the victory
of the Allied and Associated Powers in 1018, which had been extin-
guished in the fifteenth year, according to the Nazis* own inter-
pretation of history, by the Nazi Revolution itself.
The truth was that, by the close of the year 1933, the Nazis had
driven their opponents off the political battlefield without having
wiped them out of existence, and that the Nazi loaders had not yet
come to grips with the heresiarchs in their own camp* The German
working-class had not lost its class-feeling or its ' Marxian' convictions
because the Communist and Social-Democratic Parties had been
broken up; and the self-dissolution of the Zentrum and the Nationa-
list Party had not purged 'the Third Reich' of either Catholicism or
Protestantism. The disappearance of the Bhcninh-Westphalian
Catholic and Ost-Elbisch Protestant political party merely opened
the way for a heroic minority of German Catholics and Protestants
to fight the pagan worship of 'the totalitarian state \ with greater
determination and sharper weapons, on religious instead of political
ground.2 Even in the political field, it was by no means certain that
1 While it was Hitler who made National Socialism into a popular movement,
the idea, and perhaps even the name, had been invented by two Itoichsdeutsch
publicists of an older generation: Friedrich Naumamx and Paul Rohrbach.
a The spiritedness and the staying-power of the Protestant opposition were
more of a surprise than the tenacity of the Catholic resistance, in view of the
past history of German Protestantism, which was handicapped by two
weaknesses: a tradition of subservience to the State, and a narrow social and

